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From UC Regents

By Adam P. Silver

If you are looking for information about
any aspect of the University of California at
San Francisco, you probably need look no
further than www.ucsf.edu —UCSF's site
on the World Wide Web.
Jeff Miller, director of University Publications, has maintained the site since its
launching in November, 1995. He says it
now gets approximately 14,000 hits (i.e.,
visits) a day during the week, and 6,000 per
day on the weekends.
A website consists of web pages —blocks
of text and pictures, some with sound and a
few with video. There are over 100 web
pages linked to UCSF's main page by differently colored and/or underlined terms and
images. When you click on the link, you will
be taken to yet another web page that contains the related information. For example,
themain page at UCSF's web site has links to
six main sections: New & Now, Research,
Our Campus, Health Care, Outreach and
Student Information.
New & Now
The New & Now category offers Late
Breaking News, a Calendar ofEvents, Informationfor Journalistsand Seminars at UCSF.
The Seminars list was set up up by Darren
Cooke, an employee at the Epstein lab who is
about to enter Cornell Law School. The user
has the choice of viewing the list by date,
subject or author. Clicking on the About This
Archive link tells how to subscribe to the email version ofitand how to submit information to it. In recent years Synapse has based
its Grand Rounds & Seminars listing on this
useful, well-organized web page.
Late Breaking News is divided into two
sections —General News and Health & Research. What you see are press release titles
linked to the actual stories written by UCSF
news services staffers.
The category of Information for Journalists also offers two choices News & Public
Information Services and Press Releases.
The latter contains the exact same information as the New & Now section. Within any
large website you will normally find overlapping information and UCSF's is no exception. Don't be surprised if you see the
same links for information in two or more
areas of any given website.
Research
The subheadings include Research News,
Overview of Research at UCSF, Investigators' Handbook, Information on Careers in
Science, and Science Made Easy. The Overview of Research leads to Information for
Journalists (which we have already visited
via New & Now) and Updates, under which
we can access information on Aging, AIDS/
HIV, Basic Science, Cancer, Children's
Health, Genetics and Neurology/Neuroscience. From my sampling it appeared that
all the material found here is informative,
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easy to understand, and well written.
The Science Made Easy web page is also
first-rate. There are four subheadings: The
ABC's of DNA, The Topic of Cancer, Is
JurassicPark Possible? andWhat You Should
Know About Infectious Disease. The DNA
explanation uses cartoons and the information is easy to read and understand. Take a
look at theInfectious Disease section as well.
Jeff Miller has a piece in Q&A format that
explains quite a lot about the subject.
If you interested in seeing what some of
the research labs are actually doing, you can
visit them yourself. The section headed Labo*-
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UCSF strolled purposefully through Golden Gate Park Sunday,
from around the Bay Area walked to raise over $3.4 million for
people
Thousands
of
July
various AIDS charities.
Some 700 members of Team

21.

Help

the Nutritionally Incorrect
for
By Vida Tigrani

Do UCSF faculty members practice what
they preach on the subject of nutrition? Synapse recently asked anatomy professor Sex-

acutely aware of every little artery that can
clog, of every bone that can pathologically
fracture? Until seven years ago, no. "I have

Sutherland and physiology professor
Nigel Bunnett to keep diaries of all they ate
during two typical weekdays and one weekend day. The data was then analyzed by
Claudia Lutz, the coordinator of outpatient

always exercised in my life, and I wasn't
overweight, but I had smoked... and I had
eaten a super fat-saturated diet all my life, I
would eat a pint of Haagen Dazs vanilla
Swiss almonds in one sitting at night. Do you
know how many fat grams are in one
pint?...Even though I wasn't getting fat, I
was eating incredibly saturated fat foods."

ton

nutrition services at UCSF.
Lutz consults with patients who are referred from a variety of primary care_ and
specialty clinics. Most of her referrals involve patients with lipid disorders, diabetes

Sutherland's reformation occurred about

seven years ago, when he started experiencmellitus, and high cholesterol. Sometimes ing angina. After going to the hospital and
she assesses a child's eating pattern to deter- failing a treadmill test, he was told by doctors
mine if it contributes to a failure to thrive.
that he had to have an angiogram. But he
Lutz says that children in the 1990s arc refused "because I kept thinking if they do
particularly susceptible to having nutritional the angiogram, of course the next step is
imbalances. "Children get shuffled off to angioplasty, the next step is going to be
differentproviders...the dad's watching them, bypass. That's the way Western medicine
the mom's watching them, the grandparents is."
So he decided to try a lifestyle change by
are watching them, the babysitter is watching
them, and nobody knows what the kid's quitting smoking and trying macrobiotics,
with its yin foods and yang foods, its seaeating if you look at the big picture."
Lutz uses a software application called sonal variations and low fat diet. Sutherland
Nutritionist IV version 4.0 for Windows to explains: "Refined materials like sugars are
do her nutritional analyses. The patient comvery yin, whereas yang are salty [such as]
pletes a diet log noting everything eaten over meats; and everything falls on the scale somewhere. Things that are right in the middle,
a typical three days. The program then anathe
number
are balanced, are things like whole grains,
foods,
the
of
that
quantitating
lyzes
calories, fat, vitamins, protein, fiber, and beans, and vegetables."
Sutherland adopted macrobiotics for three
minerals consumed per day.
Lutz uses Nutritionist primarily when years, but now has relaxed his eating standards because of the incredible amount of
teaching classes, but also for pediatric analysis because of the detail required to monitor vigilance macrobiotics requires. "I guess what
their specialized diets. "For example in the I'm doing is the macrobiotic deal but less of
genetic service, one of the genetic disorders it. It's the same principles but I don't follow
is PKU (phenylketonuria) and the dietician them as strictly as I did." He uses multivitawho works with them needs to know how min supplements, and occasionally takes in
much phenylalanine the child eats, so she'll some non-fat frozen yogurt, both forbidden
in the macrobiotic philosophy.
computerize it."
How did Sutherland perform according
However, computerized diet analysis has
It
is
and
the
diet analysis? According to Lutz,
time-consuming
very
limitations.
earned an "A." "He's a vegetaroften
the
Sutherland
therefore not used
in general clinic.
a
lot
ofhis foodstuffs register in the
ian,
often
assessand
Lutz says she
makes "gross
category,
head,
is
a
lot
starch
but he's picking a lot of
ments in my
which
faster." In
beans,
giving him the protein he
diet
can
and
that's
addition, keeping
records
be diffiAnd
some
of those beans will also
needs.
cult for patients. They guesstimate portion
a
of calcium, some ofhis
how
a
is.
contribute
little
bit
large portion
sizes, or fail to specify
"The other thing they tend to do," according
vegetables contribute some calcium. He's
to Lutz,"is put combination foods as one got a good array of green vegetables."
Lutz points out that protein deficiency is
item and the recipe they used for the combia
common
casserole,
a
tuna
isn't
the
problem among vegetarians, esin
nation food, like
made
women who arc trying to
among
have
pecially
database the way that they may
it."
keep their weight down. Iron and trace
Sexton Sutherland, PhD, knows the in- minerals like zinc and copper can also besides of the human body intimately, and come low because they arc found primarily
imparts his knowledge to students on the in seafood and meats. However, Lutz was
13th floor gross anatomy lab. But does he concerned about Sutherland's intake of vitafeed his own body with the concern of a man
Continued on page 4

The proposed merger between UCSF and
Stanford hospitals moved closer to realization July 18 when the UC regents agreed to
accept a minority position on the board that
will run the new entity.
Members of the regents' Health Services
and Finance committee voted 9-3 to approve
the governance structure of a nonprofit corporation —rel'ered to as "NEWCO" in the
planning stage —whose board of 17 directors
will include the UCSF chancellor, the dean
of the medical school, one faculty member,
and three regents. Stanford will also have six
representatives, and there will be a chief
executive officer, a chief medical officer and
three outside directors lo be selected by a
procedure not yet specified.
"Until the regents' vote we were sitting in
the bleachers," said Chancellor Joseph
Martin."Now we're out on the playing field."
Lt. Gov. Gray Davis said that the vote
makes the merger "very close to a done
deal." Davis was one of four regents who
voted "No" when the lull board ratified the
decision July 19.
Davis had made a motion ofhis own that
called for UC representatives to hold half the
seats on the NEWCO board. It was defeated
by a 13-5 vote after Martin argued that it was
a deal-killer.
The merger is being sought by UCSFand
Stanford administrators in response to the
takeover of the healthcare marketplace by
managed care companies and the decline in
federal support for medical education and
research. Martin, UCSF Medical Center Director William Kerr and Medical School
Dean Haile Debas are convinced that a
merger will result in economies and an improved ability tocompete with managed care

companies.
Opposition to the merger has come primarily-from a coalition ofunions representing Medical Center employees. The unions
have filed suit in Superior Court in San
Francisco to block the merger on the grounds
that the initial planning was in violation of
the state's open meetings requirements.
The Public Records Act was the focus of
considerable attention during the regents'
July ISdcbate. Regent William Bagley.acoauthor of the law back in the 19705, argued
that it placed public hospitals such as UCSF
at a disadvantage in the healthcare marketplace.
"If we want to continue as a public institution, we can't compete," Bagley said in
explaining his support for the merger. "The
Records Act allows every competitor, other
providers, anybody to search for transactions, contracts, even strategy documents."
Regent Frank Clark, who voted againsl
the merger, challenged "the premise that we
must privatize to remain competitive. To say
we cannot compete in health care because a
hospital is public is to ignore facts." Clark
noted in a memo to UCSF President Richard
Atkinson that UCSF hospitals had a net gain
of $20.8 million for the fiscal year (hat ended
in June, whereasStanford hospitals had been
in the red.
Next Steps
Atkinson will now form a "Third Party
ReviewTeam" —a panel of experts in mergwho will assess
ers and acquisitions
whether transferring UCSF assets to a nonprofit corporation is "a sound business decision for the University of California." The
results of the review will be presented at the

—

Continued on page 2
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Announcements

Merger

Financial Aid Announcements
All financial aid checks ihat arc in ihc satellite Student Accounting Office for over one month are
subject lo cancellation. Any studentwhocannot pick up checksduring thesatellite'sregular officehours

(2:30-4:30 pml Monday-Friday), can complete a "request for mailing checks" form. This form is
sign
available from Sludenl Financial Services. Before loan checks can be mailed out, students must
be
as
well.
by
ihc
can
handled
mail
promissory
signing
The
nole
ihc loan promissory note.
of
Additionally, all holds on a student's aid musi be cleared before checks can be mailed out.
Contact Sludenl Financial Services, MU 201 (476-41 81), if you have any questions about your

financial aid

Upcoming Brown Ban Lectures
Brown Bag lectures arc now held in N-225 on Wednesdays at 12:10 p.m.
July 3: "How do you measure quality of care in hospitals and nursing homes?" A consumer perspective
on changes in nursing and their ultimate effect on quality of care. Charlene A. Harrington, RN, PhD,
Chair and Professor, Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences, Nursing, UCSF.
July 10: "Patience, Patients: There is a Dr. in the House." Lonnie R. Bristow, MD, president of the
tor
American Medical Association, discusses whal physicians are doing lo make change happen
beyond.
the
election
and
patients, and what's ahead in Washington through
Campus Blood Drive, July 24
24, from 9
A campus blood drive will be held in the MU Conference Center on Wednesday, July
are
unable lo
If
greatly
you
(enter
benefit
from
donation.
your
patients
will
a.m. to 5 p.m. Medical
donate at the blood drive, stop by our donor center in L-131 at your convenience during business hours
(S a.m. to 7:43 p.m., Monday-Friday, or l J a.m. lo 4:30 p.m. on Saturday). Call 476-6989 for more

information.
Breast Health Clinics
The Student Health Department will be offering classes including information on the risk factors
what to
for breal cancer, what breast changes arc normal, how to perform breast self-examinations and
Thursday,
Aug.
do il you find a lump. Upcoming classes on Tuesday Aug. 13, noon lo 12:30 p.m. and
Health
Services
or
call
476-1281.
15, 5-5:30 p.m. in 380-U. Pre-register at Student

Workplace Injury Prevention Series
The Women's Resource Center is presenting tree lecture/discussions lo encourage physical fitness.
Aug. 6atntKininToland Hall: Exercise Physiologist JanineOrrad vocates the importance of stretching.
Learn why home and oil ice stretching is so valuable and how to do it the right way.
how lo arrange your computer
Aug. 13 at noon in Toland Hall: Chiropractor Debra Bonnefin advises
and
injuries.
discomfort
station lo lit your body, reducing

from page I

in Sepregents* next meeting, which will be
tember.
UL
Also at the September meeting the
regents'
General Counsel will evaluate the
legal authority to transfer the assets, and will
advise whether they might be held individuin
ally accountable if the merger results ununiversity.
losses
for
the
foreseen
The remaining steps —including evaluation of the assets being contributed by each
a
institution, a plan for capitalization, and
final decision to form the new entity under
Lawthe California Nonprofit Corporation
could all be completed by January 1997,
according to a timetable prepared by
Atkinson's office.
Employees' Concerns
UCSF has pledged that NEWCO will
offer to rehire 95 percent of the medical
center's 4,940 employees as well as 95 percent of other UCSF workers (such as School
of Medicine employees in clinical services)
whose jobs may be eliminated by the merger
The union has persistently questioned whether
the terms and conditions of employment will
be equal.
In a July 17 letter to members of the
campus community, Martin, Kerr, and Debas
began to sketch in some of the answers. On
the question of wages, "The new entity will
offer a base wage/salary at least equal to what
employees earned when employed by UCSF
and will continue the initial base wage/salary
for at least the first two years of employ-

OpenM-F: 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
SAT: 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
SUN: 8 a.m.-3 p.m.

ment."
UCSF vacation and sick leave balances
will be transferable, although NEWCO may
not offer equal benefits. Similarly, the new
entity will provide health, dental, vision,
disability, life insurance andretirement plans
but how those plans compare to the now
available to UCSF employees has not been

specified.

UCSF unionrepresentatives met with San
Francisco Mayor Willie Brown July 22. According to Karen MacLeod ofthe University
Professional and Technical Employees, "We
told the mayor that San Francisco taxpayers
should have a say in this decision. It will
directly affect the economy ofthe city. There
will be a loss ofunion jobsand the potential
loss of quality health care."
Brown said he would call for public hearings on the merger but said he didn't have
much clout with the regents —witness their
position on affirmative action.

State Budget News
The 1996-97 state budget signed into law
July 15 by Gov. Pete Wilson will provide the
University of California with $2.06 billion in
state general funds —an increase of $ 130
million or 6.7 percent over last year. General
student fees will remain frozen for the second consecutive year, but there will be increased "differential" fees for entering students in many of the professional graduate
programs.
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• Homestyle Cooking
• Fresh Ground Beef
• Homemade Desserts
• Soups Made Fresh Daily
To be an organ and tissue donor, even il youve C\ypriYt 2£JTl<Z <slJP
must tell your lamilv iii'w
_t_|
'1
so hey can rain out your decision later, for a
Share your fife. Share pur decision.
tree lirix hure on how to talk to your family, call pan
dxnc!
Coalition on Donation
1-800-355-SHARE.
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* Daily Specials
• Chef Selections
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Half-price

Pasqua Salad

or

PANINI Sandwich
(with the purchase of any beverage)

EaM_l-aUa_B_l I Available

at

350 ParnaSJUS only

Not valid

with any other offer Expires 8/16/96

Custom

■ BioGenic

m Systems

voice/fax 415-751-6342
e-mail: labtools@aol.com

Lab Tools
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Commentary

From Tuskegee in the '40s to Los Angeles in
the '90s: How Far Have We Come?

At last, the Daily Dose's sister store has opened for business. Proprietors Jack and Rami Nasser are
featuring organic produce and a wide selection of vitamins.

Letters
Diversity Survey Is Worthy of Support
Dear Shane Atwell:
We appreciated reading your letter in the
June/July 1996 issue of Synapse, in which
you expressed your views related to diversity, racism, affirmative action and the "Diversity Survey" currently being conducted
here at UCSF. As you may know, the survey
is sponsored and designed by the Chancellor's
Steering Committee on Diversity. Its purpose is to determine the range of opinions,
attitudes and experiences that members of
the UCSF community have concerning the
value of diversity on our campus.
You describe the survey as "offensively
racist and subjectivist." It is difficult to see
how the survey itselfelicits this response, as
it is designed to record a broad spectrum of
opinions related to diversity (for example,
ranging fromfull disagreement to full agreement with affirmative action policies). We
therefore suspect that what really offends
you is the fact that the campus leadership has
made a commitment toward promoting respect for and understanding of group differences at UCSF. (For a more thorough description of this tenet, see the manifesto
entitled "Diversity and the Path to Excellence at UCSF," which was published in
campus news publications last fall; it can
also be found at the Diversity Committee's
WebSite: http://itsa.ucsf.edu/~diverse) If this
is the case, we hope you filled out the survey,
since it is extremely important that we have
your opinion recorded.
There are two key issues in your letter
which seem to be at the heart of your perspective and deserve comment.
First, you defineracism as "judging other
people by the color of their skin, as opposed
to judging them by their individual choices
and accomplishments." You imply that recognition of a difference in a person's skin
color is a racist act. This is not racism.
Webster's Dictionary defines racism as "a
belief that race is the primary determinant of
human traits and capacities and that racial
differences produce an inherent superiority
of a particular race." There is a very crucial
distinction between these two definitions,
and we suggest that your accusation that
diversity surveys, affirmative action, campus organizations, etc. are racist is based on
a misconception of the term.
Second, you state that the survey (and, by
implication, the campus leadership) promotes
the idea thatthe race and sex ofan individual
should be a prime consideration when interacting with faculty and students at UCSF.
This is simply not true.
Dan Lowenstein, MD
Stella Hsu
Co-chairs, Chancellor's Steering
Committee on Diversity

Happy Ending
To the Editor:
The barber shop is now on I-Level and it
turns out that the new location has its good
points after all. I'm considering placing the
following classified ad: "Happy Campus Barber wishes to meet hirsute customers for
mutual clipfest in new, clean, attractive Ilevel shop."
Keith Mobhs

Reply to Shane Atwell:
Mahatma Gandhi taught the world that
any frank dialogabout prejudice must begin
by establishing common ground, and then
move to correct misconceptions ofthose who
would rationalize the status quo or propose
regressive steps in social development.
Our common ground with you, limited as
it may be, is in the shared belief that one day
all people, not simply those of privileged
groups, will be judged by the content oftheir
character. We wouldadd that on that day, we
hope that whatever differences remain will
be shared and celebrated in such a just society. Although we differ with you, we respect
your willingness to share your views publicly
and accept your motives as being genuine,
that is, without malice. We will therefore
judge the views you have expressed on the
standards ofcharacter we mutually accept.
Your recent letter to Stella Hsu and Dan
Lowenstein is plagued by many unfortunate
misconceptions. Regrettably, many of your
comments were themselves naively, and to
some degree, offensively racist and sexist.
Perhaps you were unaware of how they contribute to a tide of hurtful speech.
Can you understand how disheartened we
feel when we hear statements that seek to
undermine thelimited progress toward equality that has occurred for the first time in our
nation's history? Do you see how comments
that suggest that our society has done enough
to allow non-whites and women to participate in important institutions send a degrading message to those who continue to encounter discrimination in their daily lives?
Your proposal seeks to remove less than 30
years of remedies the Supreme Court has
deemed appropriate to address America's
220 year-long history of institutional prejudice. Have we really done enough? Is a
return to the "good old days" before Affirmative Action the solution you are proposing?
You have inferred that leaders like our
chancellor, Stella Hsu and Dan Lowenstein
who speak publicly in favor of diversity, are
engaged in some kind of subterfuge by using
diversity as a codeword for mediocrity and
reverse discrimination. Surely you aren't
suggesting thatcolleagues who are different
from you are less worthy of being students
here than you, even though they may have
benefited from policies on diversity? We can
only conclude from your letter that you have
confused the University' s goal of being "genuinely committed to promoting respect" with
what you called being "extra nice" to somebody. Nobody has asked you or anyone else
in our university to be extra nice to anyone
because oftheir race, gender, disability, religion, sexual preference, or for any other
reason (though admittedly it would be wonderful if we all were a little nicer). Perhaps
from your vantage point this is difficult to
understand, but what some people are asking
you and others to do is to treat everyone with
the respect they deserve. In the realm of
policy, that may mean giving appropriate
recognition for personal achievement and
merit based on personal circumstances while
recognizing that personal circumstances include living in a society filled with hate and
bigotry.
Continued at right

By Karra Bikson
The National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and
Behavioral Research was created when the National Research Act was signed into law on
July 12, 1974. The commission issued the Belmont Report: Ethical Principals and
Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects of Research. The Belmont Report was
adopted in its entirety as a policy statement of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare by 1979.
Almost twenty years after the institution of this policy,research by the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) and Kaiser Permanente of California violated the very ethicalprinciples and
applications issued in the Belmont Report. The egregious errors founti in the Tuskegee
syphilis study, including the absence of informed consent and the injustice in the selection
of subjects, were addressed by the National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects. Yet these basic ethical principals and guidelines seemed to have escaped the
attention of the CDC and Kaiser in clinical trials of an experimental measles vaccine from
1989 to 1991.
In this study of the Edmonston-Zagreb vaccine, the researchers neglected to obtain
informed consent from the families of the 1,500 subjects, mostly black and Hispanic
children from Inglewood, East and West Los Angeles. The research was halted in 1991
when ethical questions were raised. This error was acknowledged by federal officials in a
review by the Office for Protection from Research Risks, part of the Department of Health
and Human Services, and reported in the Los Angeles Times on June 17, 1996.
According to CDC Director Dr. David Satchcr, "A mistake was made." He explained
that "there was no ill intent" on the part of the researchers, "but things sometimes fall
through the cracks." The Office for Protection from Research Risks said that the parents
should be notified about the vaccine. Satchcr said a letter would be sent within the coming
weeks.
Although the study was found to be scientifically justified, and lesser doses of the
vaccine have been used safely outside the United States for decades, questions have been
raised about the vaccine's relationship to an increased death rate among baby girls in similar
experiments in Africa and Haiti. The review found that none of the children were injured
in the study.
Is this just an embarrassing lapse by the CDCand Kaiser that can be swept under the rug
because a mistake was made? Where were their institutional review boards, which arc
required to examine and approve all research projects? How do basic protections for human
subjects in biomedical research, national policy mandated by law, fall through the cracks?
From the Belmont Report: "One special instance of injustice results from the involvement of vulnerable subjects. Certain groups, such as racial minorities, the economically
disadvantaged, the very sick,and the institutionalized may continually be soughtas research
subjects, owing to their ready availability in settings where research is conducted. Given
their dependent status and their frequently compromised capacity for free consent, they
should be protected against the danger of being involved in research solely for administrative convenience, or because they are easy to manipulate as a result of their illness or
socioeconomic condition."
Without strong and unequivocal disapproval, and without serious consequences for the
researchers and those overseeing them, this incident takes its place in the often ugly history
of biomedical research. The children of Los Angeles deserve a better explanation.
Researchers, students, and scholars should demand one, lest we compromise our ethical
standards.
great thinkers ofthe the civil rights era. The
We also find your comments "subjectivsort
of cursory reading of the goals of the
ist" in the sense that your argument is based
on your ownperceptions i.e., race and gender civil rights movement you have provided
don't cause me problems, so why should they do not qualify as such. Perhaps when we as
a society and a university begin to undercause problems for anyone else in this society? Stop and ask yourself why, for example, stand the essence of the civil rights movein the United States over the last 50 years ment, we will come to focus on the collecmaternal mortality ratios have consistently tive benefit derived from measures — imbeen two to four times higher for black women perfect as they may be that correct injusour
than for white women (JAMA, Feb. 1, 1995). tice. Then we may also begin to temper
own
bespeech,
of
our
hurtful
Ask yourself why the media leapt to the ignorance
our
to
divide
only
was
such
serves
speech
cause
conclusion that the Oklahoma bombing
who have
an act of Arab terrorism. Ask yourself why society and discourage those
ofequal"guarantees"
theirhard-won
domestic partners are still not eligible for earned
front
ity.
student housing. Ask yourself why the
doors of the new Medical Sciences building
Jeremiah Paknawin-Mock Presilobby do not have a wheelchair-accessible
dent, Graduate Students' Association
automatic door.
Renee Williard, Chair, Student
If we are to be serious about the issues of
Subcommittee, Chancellor's Advisory
discrimination, we have an obligation to demCommittee on Diversity
onstrate our scholarly abilities by seriously
engaging ourselves in an honest dialog with
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Nutrition

from page I
C.
"He's
mm
got 1,756 mg per day. The
daily allowance] is 60,
|recommended
RDA
however, I usually recommend 500 per day.
And when you start to get above 1,000 mg,
...kidney stones and Gl distress, including
diarrhea, or an iron overload have been reported." In addition, an impaired ability to
light bacterial infections al about 2,000 mg
has been reported, according to Lutz.
Many students remember Nigel Bunnell,
PhD, for his descriptions of how the kidney
adapts when we decide to cither consume an
anchovy pizza, or imbibe 100 many beers.
According lo Lutz, Bunnctt averaged 1,368
calorics per day for three days, which was
signifcanlly below recommended caloric intake. "I would certainly think for a male,
somewhere in his 30s, at least2,200 calories
a day, maybe more like 2,7(K). I don't know
if he's trying lo lose weight right now, and if
that's why he's eating so little."
Lutz was also unhappy with Bunnell's
record-keeping abilities, stating that there
was a lack of detail that may have skewed her
analysis. "This 'red-cooked cggplanl-chinesc
food, one cup,' I have no idea what it is. The
currant scones, scones come in many
•sizes...(the food analysis) is going to be really different depending on the size of the
scone." (As we shall sec later, thisambiguity
may not have been entirely accidental.)
When pressed lo give Bunnctt a grade,
Lutz awarded him a "C." "It looks like he's
not eating very much in general, and what he
is eating doesn't have a lot of variety. He
could use more variety on his fruits and
vegetables for sure. He doesn't have a lot in

I

|

Sexton Sutherland: an apple a day...
the way of protective nutrients or

phytochemicals. Hisdietarycholesterol came
to almost at 300 milligrams because of the
chicken livers, but if you took those chicken
livers out it would be low My guess is that he
docs not eat chicken livers all that often. To
me, he's just not eating enough."
When informed of his less than stellar
grade, Bunnell murmured, "Unbelievable.
I'm practically malnourished... I'm so embarrassed." Bunnett described his dietary
goals as "only to eat what I enjoy. I try and
restrict fat. I eat a lot offruit and vegetables
as well." He also owned up to a little mis-

SHABU-SHABU
KOREAN BBQ and HOT POT

-

B

-

-

•

Sun Thurs., 12 Noon 10pm Fri. & Sat., 12 Noon 11pm
13759th Aye.between Irving & Judah • Tel. 661-7879

H

EjflflT]

WJtim

SAN FRANCISCO

SYMPHONY

Nigel Bunnett snacks on an orange

chief: "I bet she couldn't understand sea
urchin. I ate that deliberately,justk) itwould
be hard for her."
Lutz acknowledged that sea urchin is not
database orreference books.
her
in
Maintainingpropernutrition is something
every person needs to be aware ofhow to do,
regardless of his/her age or current health
status. Poor nutritional habits can be connected to common and often deadly disorders,ranging from heart diseaseand diabetes
to hypertension and obesity, not to mention
certain forms of cancer.
Though a consultation with the Nutrition

TAKE A VACATION!
Guaranteed Lowest Airfares
Convenient Location
Friendly Staff

hnfesi
. .

COURTYARD CAFF£
(Saunders Court/Nursing School)
Serving Fine Food Since 1985

NOW OPEN
SATURDAYS

iilli

TRAVtV-

| _

I

_expires9/_3O/_96j

j

town.

(FOR HALF THE PRICE.)

Really J____QL
the San Francisco

_
4J5.864.6e0Q
_

3wi**'^gia

-350 Parnassus Aye.. Suite 123 (415) 665 0700
NOW OPEN SATUIMS! Ioam-2pm

Dana

FOR HALF-PR CF

SIS Frederick Street (al Sunyan)
759-1234
10% discount

>_kTi_K__U

Check out

STIIDFNT SFRIFS CAI.I

BOOKSHELVES
All sizes and custom

*___&*&£_>•

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS, CONDUCTOR

in

and Dietetics Department is by no means
necessary to start on the path to better nutrition,persons wanting an outpatient consultationand/orextra encouragement to "eat well"
can contact Alex at the Nutrition Counseling
Clinic at 476-2291 for a meeting with a
dietitian.

_4*A

GET THE

medical
aWI_
BK.t___. SCHOLARSHIP

Y+£Jd

YOU NEED.

If you're a medical student, you have enough on
your mind. Today's Air Force
offers a scholarship program that
can greatlyreduce your financial
burden. Participation is based on
competitive selection. Get more
information with no obligation.
Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

POMP
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The Body Electric
Harrison's Plus CD-ROM,
version 1.1
Kurt J. Isselbacher et. al
McGraw-Hill; $395.

Reviewed by Vida Tigrani
A rite of passage for the UCSF medical
student involves trundling over to Millberry
Union Bookstore and emerging with a copy
of Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine. This inspiring and intimidating tome
graces the shelves of many students and
faculty alike. Some students even manage to
read it for an ICM class ormedicine rotation.
Whether it's obsessive-compulsive disorder
or alkaptonuria, we are sure to find it in
Harrison's.
Perhaps now it's time for —dare I say
it? a paradigm shift. Instead of lugging
home a 2,500 page book, you might decide
instead to skip down Parnassus with a copy
ofHarrison's onCD-ROM. Blasphemy, you
say? The computer age is upon us, and this
version of the venerated reference has advantages over its bound predecessor.
For one thing, it'sportable. Carry the CD
in your backpack and slip itinto the CD drive
at home, the library, or computer lab whenever you have the urge to look uphyperplastic
cholecystosis. Print out the relevant sections, stuff them in your pocket, and read
when you have time on the wards.
The same storage device that can reproduce a Nirvana album here holds not only the
latest copy ofHarrison's, including its references, charts, and radiographs, but also a
copy of the 1996 edition ofDrug Information
for the Health Care Professional.
While this CD can be used by both Mac
and PC machines, this review is based on my

—

experiences

using the CD-ROM on a

Macintosh PowerPC and a Mac Hsi.

The search protocol on Harrison's is
readily apparent without the manual. Highlight the book or books you want to search,
type in the key word, and you're cruisin'.
Select the most appropriate search result by
double clicking, and the program presents
the text, with your search word highlighted
in color. The user can easily page forward
and backward through the text, bookmark,
and print using buttons on the menu bar.
The
text is linked to tables and figures, including
radiographs, by double-clicking on the table
number.

Another nice feature can be found by
paging down to the references section of
each chapter. Many of the citations include
links to the abstract, including those from
Lancet, JAMA, the New England Journal of
Medicine, and Science.
The crew at Teton Data Systems, the
designers of this software, can improve on
this product in some ways. In my excitement
while first exploring the CD's contents, I
repeatedly opened windows without closing
again when I had finished looking at them.
New windows are created in a "cascading"
pattern down to the bottom of the screen,
eventually resulting in smaller and smaller
windows. I proceeded, oblivious to this
trend, until I was left with only half of a
window bar!
Another inconvenience is thatcaptions to
figures are included on different windows
from the figures themselves. First, the user
must click on some hypertext to get the
caption, then she must again click on another

Looking at Prozac: The user can search USP Dl to learn the generic name, dosage information, and

even what color the capsule is.

hypertext to get the actual figure. Isirihat
difficult to put them together on the same
window? If itis, then itwould be nice to have
the option to arrange windows in the "tiled"
format employed in many programs that include graphs and figures, such as Microsoft
Excel. This would enable the user to quickly
arrange the windows to view the caption and
the actual figure at the same time.
Finally, I find mice clumsy, especially
with text programs, and I appreciate the
inclusionofkeystroke equivalents formouseinitiated commands. I was disappointed to

The CD-ROM includes links to radiographs.

find thai I could only page down by controlling the vertical scroll bar with my mouse. I
eagerly await a version with the up- and
down-arrow and page up and page down

keys enabled.
Both the bound and electronic versions of
Harrison's can strain the student's budget.
But this CD-ROM is not just an electronic
facsimile of the book. With its facile search
engine, hypertext links, and portability, using this tool on your medicine rotation may
mean the difference between some sleep and
no sleep.

References include links to some abstracts

ABOVE: Palio d'Asti, the new cafe in Millberry Union, offers Italian sandwiches (pannini) salads,

lasagna, pastries, espresso —and spectacular views to the north. BELOW: Medical student Fred
Huang mourns the departure of the Plaza Grill —he was only four away from a free burrito.

RENEWAL
;

m*
■»
m*
■»
■»

Two Year card from the American Heart Association
Renewdl in only 2 hours! (receive laminated card same day)
Watch a review video before the course
Cost: $40 for BLS C Healthcare Provider, or $30 for Heartsaver
Tues 6-8 pm, Wed 10-12 am, Thur 3-5 pm, & Sat 9-12am

-

STS has a large comfortable classroom in the Inner Sunset ofSan
Francisco. We offer classes at our site or we can come out to your site
anytime (minimum of 14 students). Our classes are fun, stress-free, and
informative. Students are welcome to come to class early to review their
skills before the class

I

Reservation policy: Simply give us a call to reserve a time. Class
dates and times are subject to change without notice.
Special Discount: Bring in your UCSF ID and receive $5 off

f

Safety Training Seminars
816 Irving St. (9th Aye.) (415) 664

- 4480 J
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Pleasures for the Palate and the Ears

Mathematical Chit-Chat

1695 Polk St. (at Clay) 673-7100

Conversations on Mind,
Matter, and Mathematics

Julie Ring's Heart and Soul
By Sekai Chideya

Granted, the evening we went to Julie
Ring's Heart and Soul was already a special
one before we reached the clvb—we-had just
finished our first year of medical school and
were feeling pretty pleased with ourselves.
Heart and Soul'sprogram for that evening
"Ladies Sing the Blues"— provided a perfect way to unwind and reestablish our connections to the "outside world." Natural highs
aside, however, the moment we stepped into
the downtown club we fell we were in for a

—

treat.

Upon arriving for our 8:30 p.m. reservations, my companion and I were greeted
warmly by owner Julie Ring, a renowned
Bay Area restaurateur and chef, and sealed at
a table facing the stage. The place was an
impressive and tastfully decorated cross between a 1950's jazz club —with darkened
corners, expansive bar, and band stage centrally positioned and a classy restaurant,
with candlelit, linened tables and a menu to
die for. We were immediately given a half
loaf of fresh crusty sourdough bread with a
sauccrof fragrant olive oil, which we steadily
munched as we looked around. "I think I
undepressed," said my companion. Indeed,
ihe patrons we saw were for the most part
dressed very nicely, although a number of
men in jeans seemed quite comfortable the
way they were.
Within a few minutes, our appetizers arrived —three dishes all looking delicious
and beautiful. The Spring Asparagus with
Sweet Roasted Peppers in Kalamata
Vinaigrette, priced at $6.50, was slightly
tangy and quite good, with a geneorus serving of crisp green shoots. The Grilled Eggplant Terrine with Feta Cheese, Peppers,
Basil and Roasted Garlic was served cold in
a sea of tomato vinaigrette. It was so nice to
look at that we hesitated to cut into it (we

—

by Jean-Pierre Changeux and
Alain Connes
quickly got over this and dived in). Though
University Press,
very tasty, it seemed a bit pricy at $7 for the Princeton
small portion. Topping off the appetizers was 260 pages, $24.95
an order of Steamed Mussels in White Wine,
$8, overflowing from a large whitebowl. They
were strongly flavored and great withthe bread.

Being somewhat full after eating the appetizers, we decided to share an entree between
us, the Grilled Achiote Free Range Chicken
Breast with Tomato Papaya Salsa and Mexi-

can Corn Pudding. The generous portion of
chicken, priced at $ 13, was well seasoned and
so tender we could cut it with a fork. The
pudding was slightly sweet and made a good
contrast to the main dish.
Atabout 9:45 the entertainment (announced
for 9 p.m.) started with theBay Area's own Fat
Note Band lending backup for singers Ledisi,
Denise Perrier,and Lavay Smith. Each woman
did two sets of three songs each; their styles
and choice of material were distinctive. The
five-member Fat Note Band gave an equally
impressive performance.
A few criticisms...Forty-five minutes seems
like a long time to wait for the opening of the
show. During the performance people began
to stand up around the bar and in the aisles,
making it difficult for us to see the stage. And
smoking is allowed in the club, which might
lend atmosphere but can be a major drag (no
pun intended) to those who abstain.
Our meal, to the credit of Chef dc Cuisirle
Edgar Sierra, was fantastic. Though not inexpensive, the eclectic, international foodis definitely worth it for a special evening out with
friends or loved ones. The musical program
varies day-by-day, but if "Ladies Sing the
Blues" is any indication, will be of high caliber. Heart and Soul wouldmake a perfect spot.
Reservations strongly encouraged.

Reviewed by Vida Tigrani
Philosophy is not my cup oftea. I'm less
concerned about whether computers can
possess intelligence than how a spreadsheet macro can save time. Nevertheless, I
assumed I was prepared to review Conversations on Mind, Matter, and Mqthematics,
a transcribed dialogue between Jean-Pierre
Changeux, Director ofthe Molecular Neurobiology Laboratory at theInstitut Pasteur
in Paris, and Alam Connes, the Chair in
Analysis and Geometry at the College dc
France. SinceI've taken my share ofcourses
in mathematics and biology, I assumed I
had a baseline ofknowledge sufficient to
appreciate their chit-chat.
Further, while skimming Conversations
at the bookstore, I felt reassured to see a
glossary oftechnical terms divided into the
mathematical and neurobiological, including such words as, "brainstem," "gene,"
and "synapse." So I took the book home,
confident in my ability to share in the
thoughts of these eminent scientists.
Jeepers, was I wrong.
I hadn't been reading long when Connes
referred to something called "p-adic numbers." I turned to the friendly glossary of
mathematical terms to find this entry:
P-adic field Name ofthe locally compact field obtained by the completion ofthe
field ofrational numbers with reference to
the p-adic metric. The p-adic metric is
defined in such a way that, given two rational numbers x and y, the greater the power
oftheprime p by which their difference (x
y) is divisible, the nearer x andy are to each

—

-

Rockit Man
The New Standard
Herbie Hancock
Verve
Reviewed by Mark Tanaka
My introduction to legendary jazzpianist
and composer Herbie Hancock came during
my adolescence. MTV frequently played
"Rockit," an incredibly funky and multitextured snippet/rhythm song with matching
funky stop-animation that introduced me and
millions of others lo scratching technique,
years before its popularity in hip-hop production. Being in my hormone-controlled
Quiet Riot/Judas Priest stage, how could I
imagine there was a debate over whether this
legendary artist was selling out, much less
that he was legendary to begin with?
Thirteen years later, not to be content with
knowing only the Herbie Hancock that the
whole world knows about, I eagerly (and
sophisticatedly) snatched up his latest release, produced by Hancock himself with
Guy Eckstein.
The New Standard is a collection ofcovets ofrock songs new and old, including hits
by Don Henley, the Beatles, Sade, Prince,
and Nirvana. Although I use the word "cover,"
don't expect notc-lor-notc rehashes or elevator muzak. This album is pure mellow,
improvisational jazz, combining lots of textures, and avoiding an overly electronic fusion sound.
The second track, "Mercy Street" (Peter
Gabriel), features the steady, rapid pulse of
tropical drums and a melody smoothly drawn
out by the winds, interspersed with piano

improvisations.
"Norwegian Wood" is done with lots of
leeway, quite slowly. The melody is interrupted periodically with some pizicatto bass
riffs, which actually starl this number. So
you can't be too intent on humming or singing along.

Othcrtracksarcyourlypically playful sax
renderings, with bass and drums doing creative backup, such as Simon and Garfunkel \s

other.

And so it went as I stumbled through the
pages. Some things I understood, but many
of the explanations, especially the mathematical ones, left me nonplussed.
I was able to comprehend the gist of the
debate. Changeux argues that "our brains
have created all of mathematics." Connes
contends that "mathematical reality and the
harmony that characterizes it exist independently ofthe human brain, and actually preexist the appearance of human beings on
earth." The Conversations revolve around
this question,but not without some entertaining digressions.
One ofthe most interesting is Changeux' s
description of research showing neuronal
responses ofmacaque monkeys to images of
faces and hands. In particular, the presence
of eyes (in the eyes) is necessary to elicit the
typical neuronal response to a face. "Certain
neurons respond to a face in front view or in
profile, others to a face in front view and in
profile; still others to a face witheyes, but not
without eyes, or to the face of one experimenter but not of another...."
On the mathematical side of the Conversations, the most recognizable topic to me
was the implications for neurobiological research of Godel's Theorem. Connes gave a
convincing argument: "The theorem defines
a sort of horizon of understanding.... The
larger this number, the further the horizon is
extended.... Human understanding, by contrast, is dynamic: each time it increases, we
can answer more and more questions, and
make choices at each new bifurcation, with
the result that our horizon is pushed back still
further. We shouldn't limit ourselves on this
account, or feel discouraged by the statement
of the theorem."
Most scholars in the health sciences should
have no problem with the neurobiology presented in this book. It is the mathematical
explanations which are inadequate. In this
respect, I believe the translator, M. B.
Deßevoise, was wrong when he rationalized
the lack ofannotations: "specialists willknow
where to look in the scientific literature; lay
readers by and large will not care."
We lay readers do care, and, realistically,
very fewreaders will be "specialists" in both
mathematics and neurobiology. Most of us
are lay readers with respect to one, the other,
or both, and we deserve better.
Received from Dover Books
(and

is there a pharmacy student out there

who wishes to review

it?):

The Divine Originof the Craft of theHerbalist
by Sir E.A. Wallis Budge, 112pages, paper, $4.95
Budge is a renowned Egyptologist. This
book begins with a chapter on the old gods as
herbalists and goes on to discuss water as a

divine element, vegetable substances of divine origin, holy oils and medicated unguents, and how Sumerian, Egyptian,

Babylonian and Assyrian herbals formed the
foundation of the Greek herbals.

"Scarborough Fair" or StevieWonder-Yvonne
Wright's "You've Got It Bad Girl."
In keeping with his hyper-eclectic hipness,
Hancock even doesthe late Kurt Cobain's "All

Apologies" as the penultimate track. The
grunge wails ofthe late lead singer of Nirvana
are played on the piano, while Scofield keeps
a funky-sounding rhythmic line on the electric
sitar, reminding me ofajew's-harp, reminding
me of the twanging underlying The Who's
"Join Together." Anyways, Hancock's Seattle
grunge could He played at any" swanky cocktail
lounge, and is one of my favorites on the
album.
Besides great music, this CD comes very
nicely packaged. The insert folded out to four
panels, with some cool computer graphic images of Hancock. The jewel box is tinted
yellow, so it looks like you have shades on,

while you're hanging with Herb. There are
close-ups of Hancock's face (on the front),
and his hands (in the tray for the CD). On
the back, we see the master musician in
white, sitting in a beat-up steel-frame art
deco lawn chair, glancing to the right, and
looking great for his age (55).
The All Music Guide to Jazz's definition of "standard" as applying to "popular
songs from the prerock era whose appeal
has outlived the original publication and, in
many instances, the lifetimes of the composers." Ah —I get it—the new standard.
Lcnnon and Cobain aside, Hancock seems
to be forcing nostalgia upon us. Cocky?
Definitely. But for those whose eclectic
musical tastes include good jazz, this CD
will be a most welcome this addition to
their collections.

The Kusso Tree
(Bankesia Abyssinica).
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Art + Science = Comedy2

Millberry Summer Activities

Picasso at the Lapin Agile
By Steve Martin
At the Theatre on the Square,
450 Post Street through Sept. 1
415-4339.

Summer Drop-in Sports

By Grace Yoo

We all know Steve Martin as the star of
such films such as The Jerk —but did you
ever notice his co-author credit? Yes, Martin
is a writer, and a very good one.
This wild and crazy comedy takes place
in a bohemian Paris bistro, the Lapin
1904
in
Agile (the nimble rabbit). Pablo Picasso,
played by Paul Provenza, meets Albert
Einstein, played by Mark Nelson. The Lapin Rondi Reed and Paul Provenza in Picasso at the
Lapin Agile.
Agile is a tavern frequented by creative artists, and the two men meet by chance there. tavern writing
numerical formulas and theoI have never laughed so much while ries work, the audience is led to believe,
watching live theater. The setting may be that eventually becomes his Special Theory
stuffy and a bit bourgeoise, but I was literally of Relativity. At the same time, nearby,
rolling in the aisles.
Picasso doodles various drawings on pieces
Nelson is a star-naturally witty and funny. of paper. Later, he paints the famous "Les
He portrays Einstein so well that you think Demoiselles D'Avignon."
this must be the way the young scientist
They begin to debate each other on the
really was. Provenza, however, came across merits of science and art. Although their
as an "artsy" kind of guy. Perhaps this was approaches differed drastically, Martin seems
builtinto the character by Martin.
to suggest, both men changed the world
because they were able to put their talents on
paper. They had the power to make a differ-

1 Mark Nelson as Einstein

GolfPlus

-

'

Open!
The U.C. Express Store, The Plaza Grill, The Gift
Solarium, and You See Flowers are now closed due
to the Plaza Construction Project, but we aren't!
We've even set up a little convenience snack food
nook to provide some nourishment while you visit
Millberry Union and this side of the campus.
Get a sneak peek of some of the quality snacks

that will be featured in your new campus
convenience store "Bear Snacks" this tall!

natural wraps from Terravera.

Enjoy salads and
Healthy sandwiches from Carmelina La Petite.
Premium beveraaes from Mistic. And your
favorite snack treats from Nabisco.
Be sure to stop by today. We're still open!

University of California, San Francisco
Millberry Union Building East
500
Parnassus Avenue
■_■_■
415/476-1666 • FAX 415/661-1 731

ZJM
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EMPACT! Sports Clubs

Does your busy schedule keep you from Learn specific strengthening and injury prevenparticipating in your favorite sport or trying tion exercises to improve your game.
a new one? Join an EMPACT! Sports Club: Wed., Aug. 7, 6-8 p.m., $18 For more info call
Millberry Fitness Center at 476-1115.
Contacts:
Biking Chris Nugent 661 -0624
Actorama
Bowling Bob Verseman 921-6200
Aetorama, a groupof student from theactingclass
Golf Henry Drerup 476-3864
offered through Millberry Fitness Center, wil
Golf(beginning): Elan Masliyah 476-2675 presenting The Maids by Jean Genel. Aug. 22
Hiking Mary McDonald 476-0417
Sept. 15. For more info/reservations call 648Ping-Pong Richard Hernandez 469-9718
-7736
Pool BobMacKenzie 476-5756
Drew Pitts 719-1897
Outdoors Unlimited
Rowing Mary Allen 675-9744
Intro to Canoeing
Learn the basic strokes to develop your own skills
Running Alan Tower 476-0356
Scuba Bruce Heyer 476-8213
& knowledge for fun and safe canoeing.Cost:
ence.
$40/50/60 (boat & instruction included) ClassTower
Soccer
Alan
476-0356
sets
A surprise visit by Elvis Presley
the
room:
Aug. 5, 7 p.m.., Weekend: Aug. 10 & 11
audience off laughing. Elvis, with Steve Softball Alan Tower 476-0356
Martin's voice, asserts that it is the "artists Squash Laura Kee 476-8715
Intro to Sea Kayaking
and scientists that change the world, not the Kee@cardio.ucsf.ed
Spend one full day in a single kayak focusing on
politicians." The moral ofthe play seemed to Taekown Do Peter Bretan 476-1551
equipment, safety, basic paddling and rescue skills.
Cost $45/55/65 (boat included)
me a bit too narcissistic, especially consider- Volleyball Darryl Browne 333-9022
Classroom: Aug. 7,6:30 p.m., Weekend: Aug. 17
ing that Steve Martin, a performance artist, is Walking Elan Masliyah 476-2675
the playwright. He, too, is "changing the
world" by putting his works on paper.
EMPACT!
Despite this self-congratulatory bend,
UCSF Child Care Center's Annual Yard Sale
Martin has done exemplary work in con- Research Subjects Needed:
To donate office and home furniture, old compute
ers, printers, clothing and anything else that may
structing a play that is creative in so many
Women in good health, non-smokers, not
ways yet down-to-earth. Seeing Picasso is a currently taking medication, to be paid $30 for be collecting dust in your basement or closet call
476-1616. Sale is August 3rd.
must for Steve Martin fans. It provided me
approximately two hours. Complete
with some comic relief in the midst of study- questionnaires, be interviewed, be videotaped,
UCSF Night at Japantown Bowl
ing for my departmental qualifying exams. have a massage, and have a small amount of
lor

We're Still

Lw2

Arts & Performances

The Summer Drop-in program offers an 3rd Annual Performance
excellent chance to play team sports in an Members ofOnstage, UCSF Summer Day Camp
for children .present original original plays. Catch
informal setting. No team is needed to participate and programs are set up for all skill a free performance during a lunch break.
Aug. 16 and Fri. Aug. 30
levels. Just stop in and play. Volleyball and Fri.,
lp.m. -Toland Hall
Badminton are open to everyone. Volleyball
happens Fridays from 6:30-10 p.m.. Badminton is Saturday nights from 6-9 p.m. and Recreation
Indoor Soccer kicks into action on Tuesdays Ballroom Dance
12:15-2 p.m. and Thursdays 11:30 a.m.-l Heal up your Summer with dance classes.
Aug. 27 at 7:10 p.m., $27
p.m. Call Blair at 476-0356 for more infor- Salsa begins
Foxtrot Workshop Sal., Aug. 17, 5-7 p.m., $12.
mation. Pick up a schedule at the MUFitness
For more info call 476-1115.
Desk and have a blast this summer.

www.mubooks.ucsf.edu

blood drawn. Study conducted on UCSF
campus. Call Teresa (510) 523-2679.

Pizza, bowling and special lanes children ages
5-10! August 3, 6-9:15 p.m., $6 For more info
call EMPACT! at 476-2675.

People needed for laser research in Dentistry.
18 years or older. You will receive a dental
exam and if chosen, x-rays and fillings; $50.00
reimbursement. Please contact Kirn Tran (415)
476-6010 UCSF Dept.ofRestorative Dentistry.

UCSF Office Olympic Relay Finals
Cheer on the six teams with the lop best limes in
the first UCSF Office Olympics as they compete
for the gold. Aug. 22, Saunders Court, 12 noon
For info call EMPACT! at 476-2675.

.

For Sale
(3) one-hour sessions personal best fitness
training at Ml! Fitness Center. Value $138
Good through 9/30/96. Best offer. Contact
David (415) 346-6686.

-

Property For Sale
Beautiful 1 bd/lba townhouse in Richmond
Marina. Walk to water and boating. All
amenities.Lovely community. Close commute
to SF. Asking only $121,950. Call Barbara
Bragadin (415)668-5900
Attention first time buyers and investors! I
have a beautiful condo 2br/2ba in Concord
California. Close to BART. Easy commute to
SF. All amenities, swimming pool in complex.
Starting at $55,000. Call Barbara Bragadin
(415) 668-5900

-

Word Processing
THESES, disserstation, papers, resumes.

Editing, proofreading. Tape transcription.
Laser Printing. Reasonable. Joanne. 431-0603

In September an Italian restaurant will open in
the location of the good old Pot and Pan —which
closed July 15 after many years of serving large
portions of wholesome Chinese food. Their War
Wonton soup was the best.

Free Bed
Queen, Box Spring, foam mattress, futon, KD
white frame. U-move. 931-7823.

Now Recruiting!
Artist wanted for Campus Art Show.
The show will feature art works of UCSF
students, faculty and staff, on Oct. 14 & 15
For more info call 476-6761.

Teriyaki To Go

• $3.99 •

Dine in or Take out
822 Irving St. @ 9th

566-9149
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Web Pages
page I

from
ratories, Programs and Projects describes the
work of 35 labs on campus. Web pages
maintained by someone in the lab itself usually tend lo be particularly informative.
Our Campus
This section of the UCSF website offers
has IS sub headings. I wasn't too sure where
to start. Since 1 had recently received a survey on diversity at UCSF, I decided to click
on the Diversity link. It takes you to the web
page of the Chancellor's Steering Committee on Diversity, which is broken up into
seven sections via a table of contents. Lisa
Scott, who helped create the page, says, "the
committee envisioned the website as more
than a bulletin board for their own use, it's
also a valuable resource for anyone looking
lor information related to diversity or campus organizations to join."
The Diversity web provides a complete
listing ol Registered Campus Organizations,
as well as progress reports by the various
subcommittees, a listing of campus events,
and much more.

and the UCSF Mount Zion Lakeside Senior
Medical Center.
Clinical Trials and Free Treatment Opportunities are also listed here. If you're
interested in being a guinea pig (research
subject) for a Male Baldness or Muscle Function and Fatigue Study, you can read about
the requirements and find out who to contact.
The Guide to Choosing a Doctor includes
a list ofprimary care providers, and describes
relevant insurance plans. Clearly the web is
a marketing tool, and UCSF is putting it to
practical use.
Outreach
The Outreach section contains information that affects the community at large.
Community Consortium and Continuing
Medical Education list ways to stay informed
on topics ranging from HIV/AIDS to Internal Medicine.
The Science and Health Education Partnership page promotes collaboration between
teachers and scientists. It also explains how
to participate and volunteer in programs such

The Admissions and Financial Aid secneed of writers.
Back issues have been available on the
tion givesa brief but informative overview of
UCSF's requirements. It also lists different Synapse web page since March of this year.
types of financial aids and grants available A searchable database is currently being deand how you would apply and qualify for signed to help locate information from past
them. Within this section are links to all the issues. The database will allow searches by
different schools and the graduate division. keyword, author or dateranges. When impleDentistry is listed but has no working mented, the database could be queried to
link. And while Medicine and Nursing have search forallarticles writtenby, for example,
a presence, their three paragraphs each should Adam Silver withresults displayingrelevant
be expanded. The Pharmacy and Graduate issues and titles such as Sept. 21, 1995:
Movie Review "Hackers." (I didn'tlike it.).
Division web pages are bothfilled with useIf there is any common thread with web
ful information and references. Pharmacy
sites, it would have to be thelist ofpage links
actually has a page that lists four otherPharmacy groups, which in turn have information dedicated to one person's favorite places to
visit. Synapse.. .online points in the direcon theirresearch and programs.
Last but not least, the Student Relations tion of many cool health sciences sites.
The online version of the paper does not
link leads the web surfer to Synapse. ..online
at http://itsa.ucsf.edu/~synapse. The paper is come out first thing Thursday mornings durdivided into 10 sections: News, Features, ing the school year, but can usually befound
Grand Rounds, Announcements, Reviews, by Friday afternoon at the latest.
Not quite a year old, UCSF's website is
Sports, Classifieds, Commentary,Letters to
the Editor, and the legendary "ER" Recap.
still in its infancy. Eventually the presentaThe Synapse page has been designed to tions —including ours—will get better and
enable its readers to communicate. Under the information will be updated more effiStaffInfo you can find who the current ediciently. It's worth bearing in mind the saying
tors and contributors are and "speak" dithat "a web page is never finished." The
technology ismoving atblistering speed, and
rectly to them via e-mail.
who knows, this time next year the world
How to Contribute explains how to format submissions, attend editorial meetings,
wide web may be history!
etc. This fall it will include a list ofstories in

Other subheadings from Our Campus in- as MedTeach and Brainlink.
TheOutdoors Unlimited page is an online
clude Electronic Phone Book (faculty and
Listings,
Resources,
Human
Job
version
of their print catalog. It is visually
Maps
staff),
and the UCSF General Catalog.
pleasing compared to most ofthe UCSF web
The Electronic Phone Book is a quick pages, offering pictures of all the different
way to look up a phone number or box OU activities, such as kayaking, hiking and
number for someone at UCSF. My only wish scuba trips. The page offers information on
is that I could look people up by department all the events and trips, including dates,times
as well as by name.
and costs.
Student Information
The Map web page offers just that. You
The professionas schools and graduate
can see a map of the Parnassus campus,
division,
as well as their supporting offices,
SFGH, and the VA medical center. Detailed
on
using public all have web pages in different stages of
directions to UCSF and tips
transportation are also available onthis page. development.
The Bookstore web page offers options to
The General Catalog is a listing of all the
at
get listings of Products, Services, and Gensubjects and classes offered UCSF. Information is also available on the departments, eral Information. The Products link leads to
current prices of books, software, medical
hospitals, and school admissions.
the
Facts
& instruments and office supplies.
Finally, don't forget to visit
Mario Carmona, the store's Customer
History section and to read about the history
of UCSF back to its founding as Toland Service Manager, says, "the web page allows
a customer to be anywhere in the world and
Medical College.
request information or order a book from us
Health Care
The Health Care heading offers three -as a matter a fact, one gentleman in Japan
choices: Health Services and Hospitals, Guide recently ordered 15 books that he couldn't
find in Japan." Though there is no submisto Choosing a Doctor, and About Diseases
sion form for secure transfer of credit card
and Conditions.
numbers, most customers simply fax their
Health Services and Hospitals offers ininformation with a letter of approval for
formation on outpatient satellites, which inLakeshore,
purchase.
Medical
at
Group
UCSF
clude the
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Established in 1979
Fresh Flowers Daily
Specialize in Exotic Flowers
Fruit, Gourmet Baskets and Balloons are available

507 Irving St., San Prancisco, CA. 04122
(415)564-8344/(300)635-0720

